Making the #62 Totally Tobi outfits for
Dollstown Elf girls
http://www.gracefaerie.com/patterns/pattern62.html
These suggestions are based on dressing Dollstown Elf Seola in the original prototypes,
and estimating the adjustments. I have not “road tested” these suggestions. Please let me
know if you discover fitting adjustments that work better for you. Happy Sewing!
1. Pinafore: (fitted over the #57 Tank Top)
Use the #62 Totally Tobi Pinafore.
Add ¼” along the center back edge of the Pinafore Back. Add ½” length to each of the
hemline ruffles. Even though Tobi and DT Elf are nearly the same height, I would
recommend adding ½” length to the Pinafore (the prototype looks a bit short to me).
2. Tank Top: Use the Tank Top pattern in #57 Team Hoodie Rocks On:
http://www.gracefaerie.com/patterns/pattern57.html
Add ¼” along the center back edge of the Tank Top Back.
3. T-shirt:
Print the #62 T-shirt at 112% and adjust the sleeve length.
OR:
Use the Tunic T-shirt in #57 Team Hoodie Rocks On:
http://www.gracefaerie.com/patterns/pattern57.html
Add ¼” along the center back edge of the Tunic T-shirt Back. Add a scant ½” length to
the Neck Ribbing. Add a generous 5/8” to the sleeve length. Shorten the t-shirt length by
trimming off 5/8” along the hem edge, and omit the hemline ribbing.
4. Hat: Use the pattern pieces in #62 Totally Tobi.
5. Dress A: Use the Skirt in #62 Totally Tobi.
Use the Autumn Bodice pieces in #44 Seasons for Seola:
http://www.gracefaerie.com/patterns/pattern44.html
6. Dress B: Use the Sleeves and the Skirt in #62 Totally Tobi.
Use the Autumn Bodice pieces in #44 Seasons for Seola:
http://www.gracefaerie.com/patterns/pattern44.html
7. Bloomers: Use the Pantelettes in #54 Afternoon of a Faun:
http://www.gracefaerie.com/patterns/pattern54.html
Add a bit of fullness along the inseam edges if desired.
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8. Panties: Use the Dollstown Elf size in the complimentary Panties PDF that is posted
on the #47 Rats page: http://www.gracefaerie.com/patterns/pattern47.html
Companion Patterns:
1. #56 Team Hoodie Warms Up - Leggings:
http://www.gracefaerie.com/patterns/pattern56.html
Print the Leggings at 110% and adjust the length. Add a generous ¼” to the length of the
elastic.
2. #52 Big News - Newsboy Cap:
http://www.gracefaerie.com/patterns/pattern52.html
3. #47 Rats - Thigh-high socks (DT Elf size)
http://www.gracefaerie.com/patterns/pattern47.html

Models’ Measurements:
http://www.gracefaerie.com/patterns/sizing.html

http://www.gracefaerie.com/
Follow gracefaerie designs on facebook!
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Gracefaerie-Designs/148024761879767?ref=ts
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